
ICR Leasing was initially approached to provide company vehicles to 
Engine Carbon Clean (ECC). Since then, ICR Leasing identified the 
potential for using the ECC service for their own customer vehicles and 
is now working in partnership with Engine Carbon Clean.

“ECC’s unique product and refreshing approach to business made 
it an easy decision for us when underwriting,” commented Will 
Chapman, Head of Operations, Sales and Marketing. “Since forming a 
solid partnership with ECC and seeing first-hand the benefits of the 
technology, ICR Leasing now uses the Engine Carbon Cleans service 
on our customer vehicles, including those leased to one of the best 
known airlines in the country.” 

As well as carrying out an Engine Carbon Clean service on many of the 
ICR team’s own vehicles, a customer’s VW Transporter T26 Panel van 
was recently serviced and the feedback was fantastic: “It was like a 5 
year old van was brand new again!” 
 
ICR Leasing prides itself on working closely with customers to 
maximise the lease opportunities and provide reliable vehicles. 
Furthermore knowing its customers keep a tight watch over emissions 
and reducing their carbon footprint and are actively looking at ways 
to implement policies to achieve environmental targets, with Engine 
Carbon Clean’s help, its customers are on the way to achieving these.

Sheila Docker, Business Development Director at Engine Carbon 
Clean commented, “Working with ICR Leasing and their wide range of 
customer vehicles offers fantastic opportunities for both partners. It’s 
clear that ICR’s dedication to customer service and delivery of high 
quality lease vehicles sets them apart and with incorporating our ECC 
service into their vehicle fleet maintenance, ICR customers will benefit 
even further.”
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“Customer service 
is our top priority 
and using the Engine 
Carbon Clean service 
on the wide range 
of fleet vehicles we 
manage, shows that 
we are always looking 
for ways to go that 
extra mile.”

Will Chapman,  
ICR Leasing
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